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To provide accurate biological hypotheses and elucidate global
properties of cellular networks, systematic identification of
protein-protein interactions must meet high quality standards.
We present an expanded C. elegans protein-protein interaction
network, or ‘interactome’ map, derived from testing a matrix
of B10,000 ! B10,000 proteins using a highly specific, high-
throughput yeast two-hybrid system. Through a new empirical
quality control framework, we show that the resulting data set
(Worm Interactome 2007, or WI-2007) was similar in quality
to low-throughput data curated from the literature. We filtered
previous interaction data sets and integrated them with WI-2007
to generate a high-confidence consolidated map (Worm Inter-
actome version 8, or WI8). This work allowed us to estimate the
size of the worm interactome at B116,000 interactions. Com-
parison with other types of functional genomic data shows the
complementarity of distinct experimental approaches in predic-
ting different functional relationships between genes or proteins.

The interactome of an organism is the network formed by the
complete set of binary physical interactions that can occur between

all proteins. Low-throughput protein-protein interaction experi-
ments are of considerable value in understanding cellular processes
at the molecular level. However, the development of high-
throughput approaches can substantially increase the pace and
scale of discovery, while permitting the implementation of stan-
dardized and systematic quality control. Initial steps toward binary
interactome mapping in metazoans have been undertaken1–5, and
the resulting partial interactome maps have (i) provided insights
into the organization of biological networks, (ii) assisted in
determining functions of many proteins and complexes and
(iii) identified hundreds of connections to proteins associated
with human diseases.
High-throughput interactome mapping is particularly needed

for C. elegans, a widely used model organism for which the set of
protein-protein interactions derived from small-scale experiments
and accessible in public databases is limited to less than 500. The
first proteome-scale version of the Worm Interactome (WI5)3

combined several sources of protein-protein interaction data:
literature-curated interactions, yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) ‘module’
maps each devoted to a specific biological process1,6–11, ‘interolog’
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interactions—that is, predicted pairs of interactors whose respec-
tive orthologs interact in another organism12—and lastly, Y2H
interactions derived from a high-throughput screen performed
with B2,000 metazoan proteins as baits3 (WI-2004). WI5 repre-
sents a key resource for formulating biological hypotheses and
investigating the properties of the C. elegans interaction network.
However, WI5 includes nonbinary interactions derived from the
literature, interologs not experimentally confirmed, and some
lower-confidence Y2H interactions.
Our updatedWorm Interactome map (WI8) implements several

techniques and strategies that are critical for generating high-
quality protein-protein interaction data on a proteomic
scale. First, we expanded the worm interactome map by screening
a matrix of B10,000 ! B10,000 proteins. Second, we developed
new standards to deliver a data set of very high quality. These
standards involve a highly stringent, high-throughput yeast
two-hybrid (HT-Y2H) assay, strict methods for filtering and
updating existing data sets, independent measurement of technical
quality, and evaluation of biological relevance. Because worm
genome annotations are improved frequently, we updated previous
protein-protein interaction data according to recent gene
models. Finally, we empirically estimated the full size of the
C. elegans interactome, through the implementation of a new
interactome mapping framework based exclusively on protein-
protein interaction data13.
To extend the use of WI8 beyond protein-protein interaction

analysis and to place WI8 into broader biological context, we
integrated the resulting protein-protein interaction data with
complementary data sets, such as physical and genetic interactions
from curated literature, our interolog data set (Supplementary
Methods online), phenotypic profiling data and a coexpression
compendium. We also identified tissue localizations and develop-
mental stages in which interacting pairs are most likely to be
physiologically relevant whenever anatomical annotation14 or spa-
tiotemporal expression patterns15 were available for both proteins.
Our new data set, WI-2007, consists of 1,816 high-confidence,

binary, protein-protein interactions. We integrated previously
published high-quality C. elegans binary protein-protein inter-
actions with WI-2007 into the updated WI8 version of the worm
interactome, providing 3,864 high-quality binary physical inter-
actions between 2,528 proteins. WI8 was significantly enriched for
functionally linked protein pairs, confirming its biological rele-
vance and demonstrating the value of unbiased, large-scale Y2H
screens in inferring protein function.

RESULTS
A new HT-Y2H data set
For this iteration of worm interactome mapping, we implemented
a HT-Y2H strategy previously used for human interactome map-
ping5. We tested all open reading frames (ORFs) in the worm
ORFeome version 1.1 (ref. 8) against one another (a B10,000 !
B10,000 matrix), a search space corresponding to B24% of the
total search space for a comprehensive C. elegans interactome map,
excluding variants due to polymorphism, alternative transcription
or alternative splicing (Fig. 1a). We also ensured the quality of the
new data set by using stringent conditions and controls described
previously5, including low expression of DNA-binding-domain
and activation-domain fusion proteins (DB-X and AD-Y), multiple
reporter genes to ensure high precision, removal of all a priori and

de novo DB-X autoactivators, and individual retesting of each
positive protein-protein interaction. The resulting set of 1,816
protein-protein interactions between 1,496 proteins (Fig. 1b) is
called WI-2007.

Characterization of WI-2007
To assess the quality of our new data set and estimate the size of the
complete worm interactome, we used a framework we recently
developed13, with a slightly different implementation relevant to
the data available in C. elegans. This framework empirically
measures several parameters to characterize a high-throughput
binary protein-protein interaction data set: ‘screening complete-
ness’, the fraction of the proteome-wide space tested in the experi-
ment; ‘precision’, the proportion of interactions in the data set that
are true biophysical interactions; ‘sampling sensitivity’, the
fraction of all detectable interactions for a particular assay found
under the sampling conditions, which corresponds here to the
saturation of a single screen; and ‘assay sensitivity’, the proportion
of all biophysical interactions that can be identified by an assay at
saturation, as each assay can only detect a fraction of all true
biophysical interactions.
To estimate these parameters we performed the following experi-

ments. First, we used the mammalian protein-protein interaction
trap technique (MAPPIT) to measure how a random sample of
WI-2007 performed in an independent protein interaction detec-
tion assay compared to a positive reference set (cePRS-v1, manually
recurated interactions from low-throughput studies) and a random
reference set (ceRRS-v1, randomly chosen pairs in the search space
of WI-2007). Second, we used the overlap between WI-2007 and
our previous Y2H study in their common search space to quantify
the saturation of our screen. Third, to evaluate the proportion of
interactions that can be captured by our Y2H assay, we used the
fraction of cePRS-v1 pairs recovered in a pairwise Y2H experiment
and in WI-2007, as well as the proportion of widely conserved
interologs found inWI-2007. Introducing these measurements into
a Monte Carlo simulation (Supplementary Methods), we com-
puted the four parameters in our framework, as well as the expected
size of the worm interactome. According to this model, the
screening completeness was 23.6%, the precision estimate 86% ±
16% (mean and s.d.), the sampling sensitivity 31% ± 8%, the assay
sensitivity 16% ± 3% and the size of the worm interactome 115,600
± 26,400 (Fig. 1c).
Given the potential bias in cePRS-v1 and in the set of ultra-

conserved interologs toward interactions that are easy to detect, the
associated assay sensitivity may be an overestimate. Thus, the
predicted interactome size is likely to be a conservative estimate.
The strength of this approach is that these calculations rely solely on
protein-protein interactions, without depending on functional
annotation or other types of genomic or proteomic data. Our
estimate provides an endpoint for the worm interactome mapping
project and can be used as a reference for evolutionary comparisons
between interactome networks from different species.

A combined data set of high-quality binary interactions
To provide a set of integrated, high-quality, binary protein-protein
interaction data for C. elegans, we employed higher stringency
criteria and used updated WormBase (http://www.wormbase.org)
gene models to reprocess the raw data from smaller scale Y2H
screens encompassing proteins involved in vulval development1,
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protein degradation6, DNA damage response7, germline forma-
tion9, TGF-b signaling pathway11 and RNA interference10, along
with unpublished Y2H interactions (M. Tewari, N.A.-G. and J.S.A.;
Supplementary Methods). This ‘biological processes’ subset
(BPmaps) contains 554 protein-protein interactions.
WI8 is the union of WI-2004, WI-2007 and BPmaps.

The consolidated WI8 network (Fig. 2 and Supplementary

Table 1 online) contains 3,864 high-quality protein-protein
interactions among 2,528 proteins. Approximately 40% of the
interactions are newly identified, and the set excludes any
lower-confidence interactions from previous studies3. The WI8
physical interaction network can be visualized on our website
(http://interactome.dfci.harvard.edu/C_elegans/) using N-Browse16

or VisANT17.
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Figure 1 | Construction and characterization of WI-2007. (a) Search spaces of WI-2007 and WI-2004 relative to the whole proteome, three times larger for
WI-2007 than WI-2004. (b) Pipeline used for WI-2007. ORFs from ORFeome v1.1 were transferred into DB and AD vectors by recombinational cloning, then
transformed into yeast cells. Each bait was then mated with pools of 188 AD-ORFs. Two rounds of phenotyping were performed to isolate positive colonies,
which were used to PCR-amplify DB-ORFs and AD-ORFs for sequencing, leading to the identification of 5,822 interaction sequence tags (ISTs). After excluding
autoactivators and collapsing redundant ISTs corresponding to the same, nonoriented protein pair, each interaction was individually retested in an independent
Y2H experiment to generate the final WI-2007 data set. (c) WI-2007 characterization. Ten measures are shown (left to right): proportions observed in MAPPIT of
(i) cePRS-Y2H-v1, (ii) a random sample of WI-2007 and (iii) ceRRS-v1; number of interactions detected in the common search space of WI-2007 and WI-2004
(iv) in WI-2007, (v) in both screens and (vi) in WI-2004 AD-ORF; (vii) proportion of cePRS-v1 detected in an independent pairwise Y2H experiment; (viii) total
number of interactions in WI-2007 and proportion recovered in WI-2007 of (ix) ultraconserved interologs and (x) cePRS-v1. The sampling errors on the ten
measurements are modeled with beta distributions (bottom row). These distributions are then used in a Monte Carlo simulation to compute precision, sampling
sensitivity, assay sensitivity and the total number of interactions in C. elegans, along with their associated error bars. Label on y axis (frequency) applies to all
ten sampling distributions.
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Confirmed Y2H interactions may be ‘biophysically true’ inter-
actions that do not actually occur in vivo if the involved proteins are
not present at the same time and place within a multicellular
organism, or are not present with the proper post-translational
modifications. We evaluated the overall biological relevance of
WI8 by assessing the degree to which interacting pairs share
Gene Ontology annotation terms—that is, can be considered as
functionally linked. A Gene Ontology term may be specific or
broad, depending on the number of genes to which it is assigned.
We therefore defined four different thresholds of functional
specificity: less than or equal to 5, 20, 100 and 400 annotated
genes per Gene Ontology term. For all three component subsets of
WI8, we compared the degree of functional linkage with that of
binary interactions derived from the literature (LCI binary; Sup-
plementary Methods and Supplementary Table 2 online), nor-
malizing for protein composition bias of
each of these subsets. All data subsets
showed a high enrichment for both broad
and specific functional linkage (Fig. 3a),
suggesting high biological relevance.
The degree of functional linkage among
WI-2007 was similar to or exceeded the
literature enrichment at each functional
specificity limit tested.
Various interactions in WI8 provide new

biological information. For example, EBP-
1, a microtubule-binding protein whose
homologs are involved in a variety of
microtubule-mediated processes18, inter-
acts with several proteins involved inmicro-
tubule dynamics, including UNC-14, a
protein required for axon growth and sex
myoblast migration19, VAB-8, a kinesin-like
protein required for axon outgrowth and

cell migration20, and RSA-2, a protein specifically required
for microtubule outgrowth from centrosomes and for
spindle assembly21.

Integrated functional network
Integration of diverse large-scale data sets was previously used to
demonstrate the coordination of interconnected yet distinct mole-
cular machines involved in worm early embryogenesis22. Another
recent publication23 describes Bayesian integration of functional
linkages into a single network, weighting each type of evidence
according to a reference data set (benchmark). Such an approach
can be a valuable resource leading to interesting hypotheses, but is
highly dependent on the benchmark, which can strongly bias the
predictions (Supplementary Discussion online). In contrast, we
chose to provide an unweighted data set that (i) does not artificially
bias the network toward highly-studied proteins, (ii) allows the user
to select their own threshold for some types of linkages (for
example, correlation coefficient with expression data), (iii) sepa-
rates each type of experimental evidence and (iv) does not rely on
an inevitably biased benchmark.
We integrated WI8 with five different sources of evidence for

functional relationships: (i) mRNA coexpression data available in
WormBase (Supplementary Table 3 online); (ii) RNAi phenotypes
from RNAiDB24 (Supplementary Table 4 online); (iii) genetic
interactions curated in WormBase; (iv) interolog interactions and
(v) all binary and nonbinary protein-protein interactions from our
literature-curated data set (LCI; Supplementary Methods). This
integrated network involves 178,151 links between 6,176 genes
and can be visualized online using N-Browse (http://interactome.
dfci.harvard.edu/C_elegans/).
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Figure 2 | WI8: an extended, high-quality, protein-protein interaction
network. High-quality data on Y2H protein-protein interactions (PPIs) from
WI-2007, WI-2004 and diverse medium-throughput biological processes
based Y2H maps1,6–11 were integrated into WI8. The color of the edge
indicates the data set of origin: WI-2007, red; WI-2004, blue; biological
process maps, green. Edges corresponding to more than one of these evidence
types are shown in black, and edges corresponding to ‘rescued’ interactions—
that is, supported by at least two lower-confidence pieces of evidence—in
gray. Only the main giant component of the network (connected subgraph
that contains the majority of the entire network’s nodes) is shown.
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specificity groupings. The maximum number of genes associated with a particular Gene Ontology (GO)
term was used as an estimate of the functional specificity (5, 20, 100 or 400 genes). (a) Enrichment
for functional relationships in different components of the WI8 data set and in the LCI binary data set.
(b) Functional relationship enrichments for distinct types of experimental evidence. P-values assessing
the difference between protein-protein interactions and other types of evidence are shown for very
specific Gene Ontology terms (terms with a maximum of five genes).
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We compared the biological relevance of each type of data from
the integrated network by calculating the enrichment for functional
linkage, as described before for protein-protein interaction data sets
(Fig. 3b). All the analyzed data sets showed highly significant
enrichment for functional linkage (P o 2.5 ! 10"3). Notably,
among the analyzed data sets, physical interactions seemed to be
the best predictors of highly specific shared Gene Ontology terms,
whereas pairs sharing phenotypes showed the highest enrichment
for less specific functional linkages. The phenotypic profiles used in
this study were gross phenotypes, and more precise phenotypic
observations would probably be better predictors for more precise
functions but worse predictors for more global functions. Similarly,
linkages from expression data were derived from a wide range of
experimental conditions; such data could be a better predictor
of more specific linkages, if a set of experimental conditions
targeting a particular process had been used. This observation
reflects how these different data sets address biological questions
at different levels, in the same way that sequence and structure
similarity are better predictors of whether proteins exert the
same enzymatic activity than of whether they belong to the
same pathways25.
Next we examined the overlap between component networks of

each type. We observed significant overlap for almost all combina-
tions of component networks (Table 1). WI8, LCI, interologs and
genetic interactions showed more overlap with one another than
coexpression or phenotypic correlationwith any other data set. The
strong association between the two physical interaction data sets
and interologs (LCI and WI8 confirmed 56 and 194 predicted
interologs, including 49 and 147 heterodimers, respectively) was
expected, and it confirmed that many interactions are conserved
during evolution. LCI shared higher overlaps with phenotypically
correlated pairs, genetic interactions and interologs thanWI8, most
likely because lower-throughput assays often test physical inter-
actions that are enriched a priori for a common phenotype or are
known to have interacting orthologs. Still, WI8 substantiated
57 pairs of genes with high coexpression among a wide range of
experimental conditions, 9 pairs of genes with similar RNAi
phenotypic profiles and 14 pairs of genetically interacting genes
(‘‘shared edges’’ section at http://interactome.dfci.harvard.edu/
C_elegans/).
Although significant and informative, these overlaps remain

relatively low (Supplementary Table 5 online). This can be
explained by lack of ‘screening completeness’ of most data sets;
that is, most of these data sets are not genome or proteome wide.
Indeed, more than 60% of genes/proteins in the network (the term
‘genes/proteins’ is used to reflect the mixed nature of the network,

built from links between both genes and proteins) are present in
one data set only, whereas less than 5% are present in four data sets
or more. Furthermore, most of the screens that have led to the
generation of these data sets (including our Y2H screens) are far
from saturation and are probably limited by low sampling sensi-
tivity in addition to inherent limitations of each assay; that is,
precision and assay sensitivity. Finally, a perfect overlap is not
expected because of intrinsic differences in the nature of the
biological attributes measured in these data sets.

Module-scale biological networks
Module-scale biological subnetworks can be extracted from the
integrated network by selecting ‘seed’ genes/proteins known to be
associated with a specific process and then expanding by selecting
neighboring genes/proteins. For example, using as seeds genes/
proteins implicated in RNA-binding processes (Fig. 4a), nearly all
genes/proteins in the expanded set are linked to several RNA-
binding genes/proteins and are connected by at least two types of
relationships. Most of these linked genes/proteins were thus pre-
dicted as functionally related to RNA binding, and several (for
example sup-12) were already annotated or predicted by sequence
similarity to be associated with RNA binding within WormBase.
Other genes/proteins have annotations consistent with RNA bind-
ing. For example, T26A8.4 encodes a protein predicted to be part of
the CPSF subcomplex of the Polyadenylation Factor I complex
through clusters of eukaryotic orthologous groups (KOGs)26 and is
orthologous to yeast Caf120, which is part of the conserved Ccr4-
Not transcriptional regulatory complex involved in mRNA initia-
tion, elongation and degradation.
When expanding from a seed set of genes/proteins involved in

cell fusion (Fig. 4b), almost all added genes/proteins are linked to
more than one in the seed set, with many links supported by more
than one evidence source. For example, unc-62 had phenotypic
correlation with seed genes/proteins nhr-25, lin-29 and ceh-20;
physical, genetic and interolog links with ceh-20; and interolog
links with mab-5. In contrast to the RNA-binding subnetwork,
where most links were physical interactions with few pairs being
supported by more than one evidence type, in this example most
links were either phenotypic or genetic interactions, and many
physical interactions were supported by other evidence.
Notably, WI-2007 contains physical interactions between pro-

teins not previously linked to one another, but at a network
distance of two in the integrated network (Supplementary Fig. 1
online). In the RNA-binding network, for example, star-2 and mec-
8, which are known to be indirectly linked through sup-12, were
found to directly interact. We found 1,157 new ‘triangle closures’ of

Table 1 | Overlap between data sets from the integrated functional network

WI8 LCI Interologs Genetic interactions Phenotypes

E P E P E P E P E P

LCI 182.3 1.01 ! 10–37

Interologs 91.4 1.13 ! 10–212 145.6 5.89 ! 10–75

Genetic interactions 23.9 1.59 ! 10–14 66.9 1.17 ! 10–72 24.1 6.58 ! 10–58

Phenotypes 3.0 5.33 ! 10–3 4.6 1.02 ! 10–3 3.0 1.27 ! 10–16 3.3 3.83 ! 10–6

Coexpression 2.5 1.20 ! 10–8 2.6 3.20 ! 10–3 3.2 5.01 ! 10–103 1.6 1.61 ! 10–1 1.6 1.09 ! 10–21

Enrichment (E, expressed as a multiple) and significance (P-values) of the overlaps between distinct functional data sets. The enrichment is defined as the number of pairs shared between two data sets divided by
the expected random number of shared pairs, and the significance is assessed by Fisher’s exact test.
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this kind (viewable within the ‘‘intersections’’ and ‘‘display’’
sections of http://interactome.dfci.harvard.edu/C_elegans/).

From ‘static’ map to spatiotemporal interactome
Spatiotemporal expression patterns for B2,000 worm genes have
recently become available through large-scale studies of worms
carrying endogenous promoters driving expression of GFP14,15.
Examination of the resulting GFP intensity patterns informs the
question of where (tissue) and when (developmental stage) pro-
moters are activated. The GFP profiles can be sorted according to
developmental stage by worm length and aligned, forming a
‘chronogram’ representation15.
We performed computational ‘chronogram intersection’ of the

spatiotemporal expression patterns corresponding to two interact-
ing proteins and used these to infer a potential ‘interaction
territory’ (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3 online). We also inferred
interaction territories on the basis of explicit anatomical annota-
tions14 for interacting proteins. We identified 111 common anato-
mical annotations and generated 69 chronogram intersections for
protein-protein interactions fromWI8 (viewable within the ‘‘locali-
zation’’ section of http://interactome.dfci.harvard.edu/C_elegans/).
Examples from the RNA-binding subnetwork (Fig. 4a) included
common interaction territories for SUP-12 and MEC-8 (Fig. 4a,
inset), MEC-8 and EXC-7, and MEP-1 and MOG-4 through
chronogram intersections, and for 21 more interactions through
anatomical annotations. Although this GFP-based technique has
limitations related to resolution and coverage, these examples
provide a glimpse of how integrating spatiotemporal expression
information could eventually allow extraction of tissue-specific
subnetworks corresponding to pathways, functional modules or
protein complexes, once the technology improves and more data
become available.

DISCUSSION
We describe the implementation of an integrated strategy for
generating high-confidence networks based on a highly stringent
HT-Y2H assay combined with a quality control framework13, thus
achieving a step along the path to completion of the C. elegans
interactome. Our estimated size of the complete C. elegans bio-
physical interactome is approximately 116,000 interactions, con-
sidering only a single protein isoform per gene. Although WI8
provides 3,864 interactions, 96%–97% of the interactome remains
untouched because of lack of screening completeness as well as
incomplete sampling and assay sensitivity. From the overlap of two
independent HT-Y2H screens, we estimate that a single high-
throughput screen can captureB30% of the detectable interactions
and thus would need to be repeated several times to reach
saturation. Even at saturation, some interactions may not be
detectable by Y2H because of intrinsic limitations of the assay—
for example, proteins may not be imported into the nucleus,
proper folding may not occur because of the fusion with the DNA-
binding or activation domains, or interactions may require post-
translational modifications or cofactors not present within
S. cerevisiae. We estimate the proportion of interactions detectable
with our HT-Y2H system (assay sensitivity) at approximately 16%.
Several approaches under development, involving optimization

of the experimental setup27 or systematic ORF fragmentation28,
should improve the assay sensitivity in future interactomemapping
projects. However, achieving comprehensive mapping of the inter-
actome will require use of various assays with complementary assay
sensitivities. For example, experiments conducted in mammalian
cells may uncover some interactions missed by Y2H, but fail to find
others because some interactions do not occur under the condi-
tions tested27. In addition to improving sensitivity, further cloning
efforts will have to be undertaken to increase the screening
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completeness of future interactome mapping projects. WI8 repre-
sents an early milestone toward uncovering the complete inter-
actome network, yet it is to our knowledge themost comprehensive
and reliable protein-protein interactions data set available today for
C. elegans.

METHODS
Y2H screening. We mated 94 individual MATa MaV203 DB-ORF
yeast strains, in a 96-well format, with the same MATa MaV103
AD-188ORFs mini-library on solid medium containing yeast
extract, peptone and dextrose (YPD). Each DB-ORF 96-well
plate was individually mated to all AD-ORFs compiled into
57 AD-188ORFs pools. After overnight growth at 30 1C, we
transferred the colonies to plates containing synthetic complete
(SC) yeast medium lacking leucine, tryptophan and histidine and
containing 20 mM 3-aminotriazole (3AT) to select for diploids
that showed elevated expression of the GAL1::HIS3 Y2H marker.
The same cells were transferred in parallel onto SC medium
lacking leucine (SC–L) and containing 3AT and cycloheximide
(SC–L+3AT+CYH). The pAD-dest-CYH vector contains the
CYH2 negative-selection marker, which allows plasmid shuffling
on cycloheximide-containing media. This step is crucial to elim-
inate autoactivators that can arise during Y2H selection. Auto-
activators show a 3AT+/3AT-CYH+ phenotype, whereas genuine
positives show a 3AT+/3AT-CYH" phenotype in this assay. We
picked approximately 180,000 positive colonies from 3AT+/3AT-
CYH" spots into a second-generation set of 96-well plates for
further phenotypic screening.

Scoring Y2H assays. Consolidated and regrown 3AT+/3AT-CYH"

colonies were transferred to both Sc–L+3AT and Sc–L+3AT+CYH
plates to confirm GAL1::HIS3 transcriptional activity, and to YPD
to determine GAL1::lacZ transcriptional activity using a
b-galactosidase filter assay. We selected colonies that retested
3AT+/3AT-CYH" and tested positive at levels equal or higher to
that of the control DB-RB/AD-E2F interaction pair in our Y2H
control set. Of the original B180,000 3AT+/3AT-CYH" colonies,
7,295 passed this double phenotypic test and represented Y2H
positives. We also systematically tested all DB-ORFs for autoacti-
vation by growth on solid SC-L+3AT medium, identifying all
strong autoactivators and removing them from further considera-
tion as baits in Y2H.

Yeast PCR and IST sequencing. We performed PCR amplifica-
tions on all Y2H-positive colonies to individually amplify DB-
ORFs and AD-ORFs. The products from the PCR were purified
and used as templates in a cycle-sequencing reaction to obtain two
interaction sequence tags (ISTs) per Y2H positive.

WI-2007 IST analysis. The quality of the ISTs obtained by
sequencing was measured by moving a sliding window of 10 base
pairs to define the portion of the IST that had an average PHRED
(http://www.phrap.com/phred/) score of 10 or higher over at least
10% of their length. We aligned all sequences against the worm
ORFeome v1.1 database (http://worfdb.dfci.harvard.edu/) and
remapped them to WormBase version WS150. We retained
only those 5,822 showing a BLASTN E-value E r 10–20. We
collapsed all IST pairs corresponding to the same unordered
gene locus pair.

Pairwise Y2H verification. We verified all Y2H interactions by
mating fresh individual MATa MaV203 DB-ORF yeast cells with
their corresponding individual MATa MaV103 AD-ORF yeast
cells. For genes with more than one clone in the worm ORFeome
v1.1, we used the clone with the highest similarity to the IST
sequenced in the high-throughput screen for the retest. We tested
the resulting diploids for their ability to activate two out of the
three Y2H reporter genes. Of the 2,340 potential interactions, 78%
(1,816) successfully passed this Y2H retest.

Reference literature data sets: PRS and RRS. To evaluate WI-2007
interactions, we assembled a positive reference set (PRS) and a
random reference set (RRS) of binary interactions. We manually
recurated physical interactions derived from low-throughput
studies in the curated literature, both to ensure high quality and
to verify evidence that the interactions were direct and binary,
producing the C. elegans positive reference set version 1 (cePRS-
v1), including 53 worm binary protein-protein interactions.
Another 94 pairs selected randomly from the set of B50,000,000
pairs among proteins represented as clones in the worm ORFeome
v1.1 constituted the C. elegans random reference set version 1
(ceRRS-v1). To overcome potential biases of MAPPIT compared to
Y2H interactions (the two assays may not be completely indepen-
dent), we selected only the 47 cePRS-v1 pairs that have been
detected by Y2H (cePRS-Y2H-v1) to compute the precision.

MAPPIT assay. In this system, the bait is fused to a STAT
recruitment-deficient, homodimeric cytokine receptor and the
prey protein is fused to functional STAT recruitment sites
(gp130). An interaction between bait and prey allows the
activation of a ligand-dependent signal transduction pathway,
which controls the activation of a luciferase marker. MAPPIT
was performed as described29 with minor changes. We transfected
plasmids into human 293T cells in 96-well plates using a
calcium phosphate protocol30. Transfected cells were cultured
for 24 h in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum and then stimulated with erythro-
poietin (R&D Systems) or left untreated for another 24 h,
followed by measurement of luciferase activity in triplicate. For
details of the use of MAPPIT to evaluate the Y2H data set, see
Supplementary Methods.

Functional linkage estimation. The enrichment of a particular
data set is expressed as an odds ratio—the number of distinct pairs
(excluding homomeric interactions) sharing at least one Gene
Ontology term (at a given functional specificity threshold) divided
by the number of pairs expected at random. Significance of
enrichment was calculated using a one-sided Fisher’s exact test.
We estimated the space of possible gene pairs as all unordered
pairs between the genes in the input data set to account for specific
biases of each data set, and then restricted this space to pairs in
which both genes have one or more annotations at the considered
functional specificity level. The number of genes associated with a
particular Gene Ontology term was used as an estimate of the
functional specificity, and we calculated the enrichments for
several functional specificity levels (5, 20, 100 and 400). Differ-
ences between enrichments were assessed using an independent,
two-sample t-test. Supplementary Figures 4 and 5 online detail
the separate branches of the Gene Ontology.
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Additional methods. Detailed descriptions of the cloning and
transformation steps, MAPPIT scoring, WI-2007 characterization
through Monte Carlo simulation, reprocessing of BPmaps and
WI-2004 data, overlap between component networks, module-
scale subnetwork extraction, and chronogram intersections, as well
as LCI, interologs, genetic interactions, coexpression, phenotypic
similarity and anatomical annotation data sets, are available in
Supplementary Methods. WI8 is provided with MIMIX specifica-
tions as Supplementary Data 1 online. The integrated functional
network is available as Supplementary Data 2 online.

Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Methods website.
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